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Abstract: We used a spray-coating process to cover silicon microcantilevers with ca. 33 wt%
[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF70-TrFE30) nanocomposite thin films of 1500 nm thickness. The bi-
layer cantilevers were then used to investigate the thermomechanical properties of the composites
through a combined static and dynamic flexural analysis. The out-of-plane flexural resonance fre-
quencies were used to assess the Young’s modulus of the spray-coated films (3.2 GPa). Then, the
quasi-static flexural bending data allowed us to extract the actuation strain (1.3%) and an actuation
stress (7.7 MPa) associated with the spin transition in the composite.

Keywords: spin crossover; MEMS; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

The molecular spin crossover (SCO) phenomenon displayed by some transition metal
complexes refers to the reversible switching between the low spin (LS) and high spin
(HS) electronic configurations of the central metal ion—under the influence of an external
stimulus (e.g., temperature, pressure, light irradiation, . . . ) [1–4]. Due to the strong
electron-lattice coupling, SCO materials are known to display a considerable volume
change across the spin transition [5–7], which can be exploited in mechanical actuator
devices [8–17]. In this context, an interesting asset of molecular SCO materials is that they
can be operated at reduced size scales [18]. To explore the actuating properties of SCO
complexes at the micro-nanometer scales, thin SCO films have been recently deposited onto
moving parts of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The term of MEMS refers to a
miniaturized device, which consists of both mechanical and electronic components with
feature sizes at the microscale. In a broad sense, MEMS devices comprise microfabricated
sensors, actuators and electronics that function as integrated systems. MEMS devices
have significant impact in modern technology, for example in telecommunication and
information technologies. Importantly for us, this class of sensitive micromechanical
devices can provide quantitative information on the mechanical and actuating properties
of SCO films.

Manrique et al. reported on the first SCO-MEMS [11], which consisted of a 200 nm film
of the SCO complex [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(phen)] (pz = pyrazol-1-yl, phen = 1,10-phenanthroline)
deposited by thermal evaporation on a silicon microcantilever. The latter was associated
with a highly sensitive integrated piezoresistive detection system. The spin crossover
was triggered by light irradiation (LIESST effect) at 40 K, which has led to a sizeable and
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reversible shift in the resonance frequency of the cantilever. This resonance shift was
quantitatively linked to the changes in thickness, density and Young’s modulus of the film
upon the SCO. In the continuity of these efforts, the microcantilevers were coated with
a 140 nm-thin film of the [Fe(HB(tz)3)2] complex (tz = triazol-1-yl) [12]. Upon the SCO,
changes in the resonance frequency and damping (dynamic response) as well as of the
tip position (static response) of the cantilever could be clearly observed. In a follow-up
work, these data were extracted and combined with mechanical measurements on bulk
[Fe(HB(tz)3)2] samples, leading to the assessment of the full set of elastic constants of the
compound [14]. In a similar approach, Urdampilleta and co-workers [15] drop-casted
different SCO complexes over a polymer-based, soft MEMS cantilever, and witnessed
an upshift of the resonance frequency when switching from the low to the high spin
state. They attributed this behavior to surface stress effect. Finally, [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)
(Htrz = 1,2,4-4H-triazole, trz = 1,2,4-triazolato) coated silicon cantilevers were investigated
by Dugay et al. [16], who reported on a thermal hysteresis of the cantilever resonance
frequency, which closely matched the hysteresis loop associated with the SCO.

In addition to pure SCO materials, MEMS were also coated by SCO@polymer com-
posite films. A dispersion of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) nanoparticles in the epoxy polymer SU8
was spray-coated over a silicon microcantilever [13]. Actuation induced by the thermal
spin transition has led to a work density of 140 mJ/cm3 (see also Table 1), representing
considerable performance metrics compared with other bending actuator technologies.
The key interests of this SCO-composite spray-coating approach are: (1) the seamless
integration of high topography micro/nanostructures, as well as (2) its versatility, enabling
for deposition of various combinations of SCO particles and polymers. In the present work,
we took advantage of the versatility of this method to spray-coat [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)
nanoparticles embedded in a poly(vinylidene fluoride—trifluoro-ethylene) P(VDF-TrFE)
matrix over MEMS cantilevers. SCO@P(VDF-TrFE) composites have been recently in-
vestigated by some of us for the interesting electromechanical couplings between the
components [19,20]. As a first step towards the exploration of these couplings at the
micro- and nanometric scales, we present here an investigation of the thermomechani-
cal properties of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) nanocomposite films, deposited on a
MEMS cantilever.

Table 1. Mechanical and actuation properties of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@polymer composite films.

[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@
P(VDF-TrFE)
[This Work]

[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@
SU8 [13]

Length, l (µm) 150 840
Si cantilever thickness, ts (µm) 2 20

Composite film thickness, tf (µm) 1.5 3.5
Width, w (µm) 50 100

Particle weight fraction, f (wt%) 33 30
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 1800 1400

Tip deflection at SCO δ (µm) 0.88 3.65
Cantilever curvature due to SCO k (m−1) 80 10

Actuation strain due to SCO, εSCO (%) 1.3 1.0
Actuation stress due to SCO, σSCO (MPa) 7.7 43 *

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) at 40 ◦C 3.2 -
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) at 95 ◦C 0.5 3.2

Work density due to SCO, w/v (mJ/cm3) 40 140
* Reevaluated (vs. [13]) using Equation (4).

2. Results

In order to reduce particle aggregation effects during the spray-coating process, we
opted for a reverse micelle-based particle synthesis method, which has been already de-
scribed in [21]. The surfactant used in the synthesis enrobes the [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)
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particles and reduces their aggregation [22]. TEM analysis of the particles revealed
ca. 1000 nm long and 200 nm large rod-shaped particles. Films of the pure P(VDF-
TrFE) copolymer (with 70%/30% monomer ratio) and nanocomposite films of 33 wt%
[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) with 1500 nm thickness were spray-coated on silicon
microcantilevers, which were analyzed for their static and dynamical behavior both before
and after the coating process.

Figure 1 shows a photograph and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the SCO-MEMS device, revealing a smooth, continuous and defect free coating of the
cantilevers. It is interesting to notice that the SEM images depict a homogeneous deposit
even over the micro-wires that bond the MEMS system to the PCB (printed circuit board)
and the PCB itself, proof of the capability of this method to deposit conformal thin films on
three-dimensional structures.
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Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the MEMS device. (b) SEM image of a silicon micro-cantilever coated by
the [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) composite film. (c,d) Larger scale SEM images showing the
MEMS, the PCB and the bonding wires, which are also uniformly coated.

MEMS can be operated in static or dynamic regime (or a combination of both) [23,24].
In the static mode, the MEMS is used to transform a static deformation induced by an
external perturbation into a variation in electrical current or voltage (or vice-versa). In the
dynamic mode, the cantilever is oscillated in resonance conditions and the MEMS is used
to track changes induced by an external perturbation on the resonance frequency (fr) and
the damping of the oscillation. The damping is characterized by the quality factor (Q),
which can be defined as the ratio of fr and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
resonance peak. Higher Q indicates a lower rate of energy loss (per oscillation cycle) and
allows for higher sensitivity.

Figure 2a shows the change in the resonance curve of the micro-cantilevers due the
deposition of the 1.5 µm-thick composite film. One can depict a decrease in the resonance
frequency by ca. 13 kHz and an important broadening of the peaks (i.e., an overall increase
in Q). The resonance shift is mainly related to the addition of extra mass to the cantilever,
whereas the change in the quality factor stems chiefly from a change in the elastic properties
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of the resonator with the addition of the SCO@P(VDF-TrFE) coating. We also acquired
resonance curves of the coated cantilever at 90 ◦C on heating as well as on cooling back
from 130 ◦C. Since 90 ◦C falls in the middle of the SCO hysteresis (vide infra), the heating
(and cooling) spectrum corresponds to the LS (resp. HS) state of the particles in the
composite. As displayed in Figure 2b, the resonance is substantially downshifted in the HS
state (by ca. 0.7 kHz). This finding is in agreement with previous results reported for the
SCO-MEMS systems with [Fe(H2B(pz)2)2(phen)] [11] and [Fe(HB(tz)3)2] [12] spin crossover
coatings. In the next step, we carried out more than 100 thermal cycles with simultaneous
recording of the resonance frequency of the coated cantilever. Following a small drift
during the first few cycles, the thermomechanical behavior of the MEMS devices turned
out remarkably robust and well-reproducible (Figure 2c). When the temperature increases
(resp. decreases) between 40 ◦C and 130 ◦C the resonance frequency reversibly decreases
(resp. increases) between 45,700 ± 100 Hz and 49,600 ± 100 Hz. It shall be noted that this
reversibility of dynamical MEMS properties upon cycling refers mostly to the robustness
of the thermomechanical properties of the composite. On the other hand, the reversibility
of the SCO properties is more clearly inferred from the static MEMS data (vide infra).
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Figure 2. (a) Resonance peak of a cantilever before and after coating with a 1.5 µm-thick
[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) composite film (T = 25 ◦C). (b) Resonance peak of the coated
cantilever acquired in the LS and HS states within the hysteresis region (T = 90 ◦C). (c) Dynamic
tracking of the MEMS resonance frequency for the coated cantilever upon 105 successive thermal
cycles between 40–130 ◦C.

The temperature-dependent static deflection of the cantilever coated with the nanocom-
posite material is compared with the behavior of the uncoated and P(VDF-TrFE) coated
cantilevers in Figure 3. The uncoated cantilever displays no substantial deflection in the
investigated temperature range (Figure 3a). As can be expected, the bilayer cantilever,
coated with the pure P(VDF-TrFE) film, exhibits a downward bending—corresponding to
an increase in the piezoresistance, R (Figure 3b). On heating, the cantilever coated with
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the nanocomposite film exhibits first a similar, continuous downward bending due to
the thermal expansion mismatch of the different layers (Figure 3c). However, one can
depict a very clear hysteresis associated with the spin transition with an abrupt upward
(downward) bending of the cantilever around 114 ◦C (83 ◦C) corresponding to the LS-
to-HS (HS-to-LS) transitions. Overall, ten thermal cycles were carried out to verify the
reproducibility of the SCO actuation in the static regime. After the first heating (“run-in”),
the amplitude of actuation becomes stable and perfectly reversible. The spin transition
temperatures (extracted from the derivative curves dR/dT) in these experiments are slightly
upshifted when compared to the transition temperatures recorded by variable temperature
UV absorption measurements on the same film (118 ◦C and 72 ◦C, see Figure 3d), which
occurs most likely due to the different thermalization conditions in the MEMS and optical
absorbance measurements (freestanding cantilever in 5 mbar vacuum vs. film on substrate
in 1 atm ambient air).
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Figure 3. Actuating response upon heating and cooling of (a) an uncoated silicon micro-cantilever, (b) a microcantilever
coated with a pure P(VDF-TrFE) film, and (c) a microcantilever coated with a [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) composite
film. In (b,c) both the measured static piezoresistance change (left axis) and the calculated tip deflection (right axis) are
given and the derivative curves (dR/dT vs. T) are also plotted. (d) UV absorbance of a [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE)
composite film recorded at 350 nm both for heating and cooling. The derivative curve (dA/dT vs. T) is also shown.

3. Discussion

We used the MEMS dynamical data primarily to evaluate the Young’s modulus of
the spray-coated films. Indeed, the resonant angular frequency (ω) is determined by the
geometry of the resonator and the mechanical properties of the materials used. For our
(idealized) bilayer, single-clamped cantilever, the ratio of the resonance frequencies of the
coated (ω f+s) and uncoated (ωs) cantilevers is given by [25]:

(
ω f+s

ωs

)2
=

(
Ert3

r + 1
)
(Ertr + 1) + 3Ertr(tr + 1)2

(ρrtr + 1)(Ertr + 1)
(1)
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with E, t and ρ the Young’s modulus, thickness and mass density, respectively. The subscript
r refers to the ratio between the film and substrate properties. As shown by Equation (1),
the resonance shift (Figure 2a) is related primarily to changes in the Young’s modulus,
mass density and thickness of the resonator. In these calculations, we considered that the
mechanical properties of the silicon cantilever are constant with temperature, which is a
reasonable approximation for this small temperature range [26]. The model parameters
for the silicon cantilever were t = 2 µm, E = 169 GPa and ρ = 2330 kg/m3. As shown in
Table 1 the extracted Young’s modulus (E) of the SCO@P(VDF-TrFE) composite film is
ca. 3.2 GPa at 40 ◦C and 0.5 GPa at 95 ◦C, respectively. This marked softening shows
the same tendency as reported in [27] for the pure P(VDF70-TrFE30). We shall note here
that, in principle, the resonance frequency shift upon the SCO (Figure 2b) could be used
to assess the SCO-induced changes in mechanical properties. In our composite films,
however, the spin transition in the particles and the Curie transition in the matrix occurs
in nearly the same temperature range (TCurie = 110 ◦C and 70 ◦C on heating and cooling,
respectively [20]). As a result, the MEMS dynamical behavior, which is governed chiefly by
the matrix properties, did not allow us to discriminate the SCO phenomenon properly.

On the other hand, it turned out that the Curie transition has a much smaller effect
on the static MEMS properties (Figure 3b), which were thus used to assess the actuating
properties associated with the SCO. The two key equations, which are widely used for
the analysis of the (quasi-static) flexural bending of thin film—substrate, bilayer beam
systems have been developed by Timoshenko [28] and Stoney [29]. Timoshenko’s theory
was originally developed to model metal bimorphs that bend upon heating due to different
coefficients of thermal expansion. However, it can be applied for other kinds of eigenstrains
and can thus provide connection between the curvature of the bilayer cantilever (k) and
the actuation strain εSCO, associated with the SCO [8]:

k =
6(1 + m)2

h
[
3(1 + m2) + (1 + mn)

(
m2 + 1

mn

)] εSCO (2)

where m = tf/ts, n = Ef/Es and h = tf + ts. The subscripts s and f stand for substrate and
film, whereas t and E denote thickness and Young’s modulus, respectively. For small tip
deflections (δ), the beam curvature can be simply estimated as:

k =
2δ

l2 (3)

where l is the beam length. Equations (2) and (3), together with the experimentally
measured beam deflection (Figure 3c), beam geometry and Young’s modulus data (ex-
tracted from the dynamical data using Equation (1) can then be used to determine the
actuation strain.

On the other hand, Stoney’s equation can be used to calculate the film stress σf causing
the beam curvature k [29]:

σf =
−Est2

s
6(1 − νs)t f

k (4)

where υ is the Poisson’s coefficient (νsi = 0.22). This equation provides good numerical
results for thin films (tf << ts) deposited on rectangular plates (z << x,y).

At this point, we must note that the cantilevers are actually formed by three layers.
The silicon base is electrically insulated by an SiO2 layer on top of which the SCO@P(VDF-
TrFE) composite films are spray-coated. Metallic paths are also deposited on the SiO2 layer.
In addition, preferential orientation of the rod-shaped particles can be expected, leading
to anisotropic properties. Hence, the calculation results reported below, which refer to a
bilayer beam with a thin, isotropic deposit, should be considered only as a relatively crude
estimation of the actual material properties.
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For the spray-coated [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)]BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE) composite film, the inputs
and outputs of the Timoshenko and Stoney equations are shown in Table 1. The spin
transition gives rise to a reversible tip displacement of 0.88 µm, which corresponds to a
curvature change of ca. 80 m−1. This allows us to estimate the actuation strain, εSCO = 1.3%,
the film stress associated with the SCO, σSCO = 7.7 MPa and the volumetric work density,
w/v = EεSCO

2/2 = 40 mJ/cm3. It is instructive to compare these results with the precedent
work of Manrique et al. [13], where the same SCO complex was used to spray-coat an SU8
epoxy-based composite on a MEMS cantilever with similar geometry. As shown in Table 1,
we find similar actuation strain and lower values for the actuation stress and work density.
The latter finding is obviously related to the fact that the Young’s modulus of the epoxy
composite is significantly higher (3.2 GPa) than that of the P(VDF-TrFE) (0.5 GPa) at the
working temperature of the actuator.

4. Materials and Methods

[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) particles were synthesized as described in [21]. Pellets of P(VDF-
TrFE) were provided by Piezotech. A dispersion of the SCO particles (33 wt%) and P(VDF-
TrFE) in 2-butanone was spray-coated on the MEMS cantilevers using a SUSS MicroTec
AltaSpray 8 manual spray-coater. Before the coating process, the cantilevers were cleaned
by means of a Jelight UVO-Cleaner 42 UV-Ozone cleaning instrument. Details of the
MEMS fabrication and operation principles are given in refs. [23,24], whereas the cantilever
geometries are shown in Table 1. Briefly, for the dynamic measurements, the device
was actuated at its resonance frequency by a magnetic field and the mechanical stress
induced by the vibration of the cantilever was detected by integrated piezoresistors. Static
measurements were conducted either separately or simultaneously with the dynamic
measurements using the same piezoresistances. To quantify the amplitude of the actuation,
the piezoresistance signal was calibrated by an external optical vibrometer [13]. To detect
the actuation associated with the SCO phenomenon, the MEMS were cycled between 40 ◦C
and 130 ◦C using a HFS350V heating-cooling stage (Linkam Scientific). All experiments
were conducted in a controlled vacuum pressure of 5 mbar.

5. Conclusions

A primary interest of our spray-coating approach is that the resulting films can be
easily incorporated into complex micro- and nanosystems. Indeed, the spray-coating
method allows depositing the films on practically any kind of surface, even if it displays
high topography features. This advantage was clearly demonstrated in the present paper
by spray-coating MEMS silicon micro-cantilevers with [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4)@P(VDF-TrFE)
composite films. The obtained bilayer cantilevers were then investigated for their dynamic
(vibration) and static (deflection) thermomechanical properties, which were found to
be highly reversible over more than 100 thermal cycles. From the dynamical data, we
extracted the Young’s modulus of the spray-coated composite, which was comparable with
literature data. Most importantly, we evidenced a reproducible actuation around the spin
transition temperatures in the composite with an actuation strain of ~1.3%, an actuation
stress of ~7.7 MPa and a work density of ~40 mJ/cm3. These results provide proof for
the conservation of the attractive thermal actuating properties of the particles in the thin,
spray-coated films. Further work is planned to exploit this actuation in conjunction with
the piezoelectric properties of the matrix for thermal energy harvesting purposes.
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